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Elliott Bay Books owner talks about
move to larger location
Book company refurbishes old Ford factory on Capitol Hill
The Elliott Bay Book Company's current location in Pioneer Square has been
in operation for more than three decades. Elliott Bay's owner Peter Aar-
on will move the store to its new Capitol Hill location in mid-March.









her teenage years as a time of
inescapable fear, living where
she could not escape those who
harmed her, unable to trust her
story to family or friends. After
a thirty year silence, Norris,
an administrative assistant for
Seattle University's ROTC pro-
gram, decided to share her story
so that she may help others by
empowering herself.
In her new book titled
"Keeper of Secrets: My Story
of Childhood Sexual Abuse,"
she divulges her history of sex-
ual abuse by older sister's hus-
band and the process she went
through to reveal the truth.
"When I began writing the
book I had no expec-
tations, just hope,"
Norris said. "Hope
that it would make a
Turning 'just another dessert
parlor' into community
Pavan Vasdev
Local ingredients, decorand a rec room give Bluebird a community feel
VolunteerWriter
A tintedlight illuminates the modern
art hung from the walls, board games
sit stacked atop a table and soothing
indie music radiates from the ceiling.
The floor ofBluebird Ice Cream bustles
with Seattle University students and
Capitol Hill residents alike, serving as a
living room to Pike Street's ever growing
dessert district.
The quaint shop, located on the cor-
ner of 12th Avenue and East Pike Street,
has recently fashioned itself
as a hotspot for Seattle U
students because ofits great
food, trendy atmosphere,
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
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A lot can happen in 10years, and as we moveinto the new decade,
it's worth taking a look back at
the 2000s, which for Seattle
University was a time of
huge growth and change
and saw countless successes
and failures. Reflection lets
us learn from our mistakes
and take pride in our ac-
complishments, and this
retrospective glimpse of
the last 10years at Seattle
U is intended to
let readers do just
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difference. After a situ-
ation like that you can
either focus on the neg-
ative or focus on paying
it forward and helping others with
similar situations."
Norris began writing the book
as a step in her personal healing
process. It wasn't until she had be-
gun writing that she realized the
impact a book like hers could have
on others.
"It was really a byproduct of
a different book that I always
intended to write about my life
with my ex-husband," Norris said.
"This was part of my therapy and
healing journey. It took a while
but I finally realized that keep-
ing it to myself wasn't going to
help anyone."
The work details the emotional
scarring it left her with and the
ways she dealt with it. Her book
gives a new, empowered voice to
a story that has been around for
years but few people are willing
to discuss.
"She gave words to an experi-
ence that many people have expe-
rienced but never had words for,"
said Keith Grieneeks, a personal
friend ofNorris. "Her book is per-
sonable and gave a face to a difficult
situation that is hard to confront."
Norris believes half the reason
sexual abuse is still a problem is
because people aren't willing to talk
about it and acknowledging it is the
first step in preventing it.
"Since writing the book, a lot
ofladies have come up to me and
whispered they have been through
something similar but are keeping
quiet about it," Norris said. "This
is a hush-hush issue, but ifwe can't
tell our stories, then we can't pro-
tect our kids."
The book, which came out in
September 2009, is beginning to
gain greater recognition. As a result,
Norris has been offered a chance to
speak at a sexual abuse prevention
event in May for the P.E.A.C.E. of
Mind organization.
"Hopefully it will have a snow-
ball effect. My goal now is to get
the book into a book club," Norris
said. "By getting it out, it will
bring up the discussion and will
make it easier for people to learn. I
want people to realize those small
red flags."
Norris says she doesn't regret
telling the truth because it made
her realize she wasn't alone.
It has taken her a long time
to reach the point where she feels
comfortable freely discussing what
happened to her as a teenager and
writing her book is a large part of
the reason she is now comfortable
with it.
"She is saying [as an adult]
what she couldn't say at 12," said
Hope Haugen Hale, another
of Norris' friends. "She is deal-
ing with the ugly truth, and it
takes a lot of guts to share that
experience with friends and
acquaintances."
Being a writer has never been a
career goal for Norris, but she has
embraced the idea and hopes it will
help her accomplish her goals for
promoting sexual abuse awareness
and prevention.
"There is a fear when you open
up, but likely you will realize
you weren't the only one." Norris
said. "At first 1 had fear that he
would take revenge if I told them.
Gettingover that fear is an ongoing
healing process."
Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com.






Mary Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
Bonnie Norris wrote in her new book "Keeper of Secrets" about sexual
abuse she endured as a child at the hands of her sister's husband.
news
Norris hopes to empower victims with new book
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Seattle U community excited over
famed store's move
Peter Aaron stands next to a Jacques
Cousteau biography with his hands sheep-
ishly in his pockets. His salt-and-pepper hair
reveals the time he has invested in the building
around him.
"I've been here for the last 11 years," Aaron
said, looking at the customers quietly shuffling
about the creaky wooden floor as they perused
Elliott Bay Book Company's massive selection
of books. "When you leave anything you've
spent a great deal of time with there's some
sadness, but I'm overwhelmingly excited about
the future."
That future will be extremely close to
Seattle University, as Aaron's independent
bookstore and well-known Seattle staple,
Elliott Bay Book Company, will be moving
from its current Pioneer Square location to a
new building on 10thAvenue and Pine Street
next to the Oddfellows Building sometime in
mid-March.
Elliott Bay Book Company, known for
its extremely popular author readings and
its charming atmosphere, has struggled with
stalled business the past two years. One of the
chief factors is its difficult-to-reach location in
Pioneer Square.
"I wish I went there more," said Sean
McDowell, English professor. "But it's just so
hard to find parking."
Due to an out of the way location coupled
with apoor economy, Elliott Bay found its sales
falling and the business floundering.
"For the bookstore to continue to havea fu-
ture, we needed to find a viable location where
we would be able to attract more business,"
Aaron said.
The solution was a vintage building from
1918, which originally served as a Ford truck
service center. Quelling the fears of many, the
new location retains much of the charm of
the old.
"It's very recognizably Elliott Bay," Aaron
said of the roughly 15,000 square-foot build-
ing, about 1,000 square feet larger than the
current location.
The building has Elliott Bay's trademark
wooden floors, vaulted wood ceilings and cozy
feel. In addition, it adds some new charms of
its own.
"We have these five beautiful new skylights,
and we are completely redoing the windows,"
Aaron said.
The new windows will be latticed and will
line most of the store's front. A large lower-
level parking garage will accommodate visi-
tors, removing the parking anxiety associated
with the Pioneer Square location. The in-store
cafe will move to the new location as well,
along with a downstairs room dedicated to
author readings.
On campus, students are excited about
the move.
"It's going to be so awesome," said Emma
Nauman, freshman pre-major. "I love that
place. I'm going to be over there all the time
now that it's so close to us."
Martha Naubert, freshman nursing major,
had strong feelings about the move.
"It's kind ofsad they're moving," she said.
"They were the only thing holding Pioneer
Square together. But I think they are going to
do really well over on Capitol Hill."
Professors are excited as well.
"I arrange freshman activities, and the
possibility for co-curricular events between
the school and Elliott Bay is really exciting,"
McDowell said. "We can enrich students' learn-
ing that way. I'd love to go there myself."
Peter Aaron is banking on that kind
of enthusiasm, expecting sales to increase
significantly.
Local bookstore owners around Capitol
Hill welcome the move, seeing it as beneficial
to their businesses rather than competition. "I
think book rows are a great idea," said Dan
Glover, co-owner of Horizon Books on 10th
Avenue, "They have them in Paris and New
York and they've worked really well."
Bookstore owners on Capitol Hill feel
their shops all offer something unique to visi-
tors and that more book traffic will provide
only benefits.
"Everyone should be able to thrive and
survive," Aaron said. "We only sell new
books whereas most bookstores on the Hill
like Twice Sold Tales sell only used. We offer
different things."
Though Aaron is ready to move, he said he
dreads one impending challenge.
"When we finally move, we are going to
have to disassemble all of these bookshelves,"
he said, while gesturing at the giant wooden
shelves that line almost every inch of the cur-
rent store. "Then we have to haul them all the
way up the hill and reassemble them."
Kelton may be reached at ksears@su-
spectator.com
For the bookstore to
continue to have a future,
we needed to find a
viable location.
Peter Aaron




the new Capitol Hill
location will open.
Peter Aaron is banking on
enthusiasm, expecting sales
to increase significantly.
Photos by Clara Ganey | The Spectator
The vintage building (top) will not only houseElliott Bay Book Company but also Capitol
Hill staple Everyday Music. Elliott Bay owner Peter Aaron (bottom) is excited about the
refurbished windows, skylights and vaulted wooden ceilings in the new location.
January 13, 2010 su-spectator.com/news
Elliott Bay Books to
retain old charm in
new location
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Child care services offered, parents underwhelmed
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
In an attempt to make finding
child care easier for students and
faculty, Seattle University has hired
a nonprofit organization to aide in
the process.
Child Care Resources, the non-
profit hired by the university this ac-
ademic year, is an organization that
provides services for parents in find-
ing safe and convenient child care
centers in King County. Because of
funding, lack ofspace and liability
issues the university has been unable
to provide an on-sitechild care facil-
ity much to the dismay of students
and faculty.
"Unfortunately child care is very
expensive, said Loretta Kennedy,
family services coordinator for the
organization. "Universities and other
work places have had to make some
really tough decisions which they
have not always been happy with."
Tuesday, Kennedy and Heidi
Prochnow, resource specialist for
Child Care Resources, pitched the
service to students and faculty in the
first ofseveral informational meet-
ings to come.
Arlene Chavez, junior liberal
studies major, attended the meet-
ing. Because she is unable to find
child care close to or on campus,
Chavez is forced to fit all her classes
on Tuesdays and Thursdays to allow
her to be with her two children—
ages threeand one—three days dur-
ing the work week.
"I'm not excited about it because
it's an outsideresource," Chavez said.
"There is nothing here on campus.
If there was it would be so conve-
nient—a one stop, helpful tool for
both parents and students."
She added that not only would it
help parents, but students interested
in the field ofchild care would have
an on campus resource available.
"I would rather pay by the hour
at a facility run by people on cam-
pus than pay thousands ofdollars
for just three hours ofcare a week in
an outside child care center," Chavez
said. "This service is helpful, but it's
not much of an excitement."
Child care centers in King
County range in price from $100-
300 on a weekly basis. This, cou-
pled with waiting lists, make find-
ing a center difficult. According to
Kennedy, the organization's goal is
to help in this process.
"The reason we engaged in Child
Care Resources was to provide a
service on a wide basis across the
university," said Jerry Huffman, as-
sistant vice president for Human
Resources.
Kennedy said their services dra-
matically cut down on the time it
takes for parents to find a service that
worked best for them, plus it is free.
Child Care Resources will pro-
vide Seattle U students and faculty
with online access to a database
that includes up-to-date informa-
tion on state accredited child care
facilities. In addition to supplying a
list ofoptions, the organization will
meet with parents individually and
cut down on time spent searching.
They also provide information for
grants, scholarships and access to
the department of social and human
services for covering some costs of
child care service. The organization
also provides resources for other
options like family child care and
nanny services.
Tiffany Jasperson, professor of
pediatrics in the College of Nursing,
was with her two-month-old baby
boy Micah at the meeting. She is
set to go back to work Feb. 11 after
a period of maternity leave. She is
currently looking for child care.
"I think the program sounds
great. I am really glad they are pro-
viding us with another opportunity,"
Jasperson said.
However, she said it would be
moreconvenient ifSeattle U were to
have a facility on campus. "I think
that most family friendly work
places have child care centers. It
would be nice if Seattle U were to
have such a facility," Jasperson said.
"There are more and more younger
faculty at the university, and we are
having babies."
Alex may be reached at
alacasse@su-spectator.com.
This service is helpful,










The Spectator is now accepting
applications for staff
writer positions.
submit cover letter, resume and
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'Galileo' reflects







The tall, looming windows of
the Casey Atrium revealed starry
sky between dark clouds as the
audience gathered for the Galileo
Anniversary Celebration.
The Infinity Box Theater Project
made its debutat Seattle University
with a reading of Tom Stoppard's
"Galileo" Thursday.
Jan. 7 was the 400th anniversary
of the day Galileo first viewed four
of Jupiter's moons, the main focus
of the group's performance.
"It was the event that sort of
kicked off all the trouble," said
David Mills, Infinity Box co-
founder, "where you don't know
at the time it might lead to some-
thing where the world just isn't the
waywe thought it was and we have
to reconsider."
When Galileo realized the four
bright lights he saw near Jupiter
were in fact moons circling the
planet, it changed the way humans
viewed their place in the galaxy.
Galileo challenged what was held
to be true by the Catholic Church
and society, when hesaid the Earth
was orbiting around the sun and
not vice versa. This discovery sug-
gested humans were not literally
the center of the universe.
Galileo's breakthrough still
offers an important lesson hun-
dreds of years later. Mills point-
ed out there are still discoveries
being made.
Not all those involved in the
evening's celebration had a strong
background in science but nonethe-
less found theater a successful me-
dium.Traci Biegenwald, a graduate
of Cornish College of the Arts who
read for several parts in «Galileo,»
acknowledged the importance of
revisiting not only historical plays,
but also historical moments.
"History repeats itself, there's all
these parallels, and anything con-
troversial will always be poignant
because there will always be paral-
lels," she said; "It's important to do
the older shows so we can look back
and reflect. These opinions we have
now, in 20 years, what are we going
to thinkof them?"
Similarly, the audience was
composed of individuals who
represented a range of scientific
background.
"Theater can be a great me-
dium for presenting scientific
ideas," said John McLean, profes-
sor ofbusiness and business erhics.
"It's a great way to draw in many
people who probably didn't have
much background".
The Infinity Box, which started
last fall in Seattle, fuses science,
technology and performance. The
group includesseveral recent Seattle
University graduates along with fel-
low Northwest performers.
They plan to focus on topics
such as prosthetics, artificial intel-
ligence and even reality television
in future plays. Each piece would
end with a discussion, creating a
"think tank" among the cast, crew
and audience.
"Theater is a way of examining
questions about science and tech-
nology andsociety," said Mills, who
graduated from Seattle U in 1970
with a physics degree. "We have
questions that are so strange that
the best way to even ask the ques-
tion is in the form ofa story."
Mills and his wife, Catherine
Kettrick, also run the Performance
School in Seattle. The school is de-
signed for individuals of all back-
grounds and interests, whether they
are performersor not. Classes focus
on individuals movements as seen
in everyday actions, conversations
and settings so that they may be-
come more comfortable with them-
selves and others.
"There's a power in stories that
dig into the human consequences
of things in ways that just having
a lecture about the subject does
not," Mills said. "It is putting the
intellectual and the emotional
questions together instead of
separating them."
Jennifermay be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com
Galileo's breakthrough
still offers an important
lesson hundreds
of years later.












Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Galileo, played by Gavin Cummins, and Cosimo, played by Emily Purington, discuss Aristotle during the
opening minutes of the excerpted scenes from Tom Stoppard's 'Galileo.'
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Wilkinson and Pickett propose
social problems
stem from financial inequality
Staff Writer
Richard Wilkinson begins his
lectures by telling his audience
something he thinks they should
already know.
"I'm going to tell you what
everybody already knows,
that inequality is divisive and
socially corrosive."
Wilkinson, professor ofmedi-
cal epidemiology at Nottingham
University, and Kate Pickett,
former lecturer ofepidemiology
at the University of York, coau-
thored a book called "The Spirit
Level: Why More Equal Societies
Almost Always Do Better," ana-
lyzing the social problems that
stem from financial inequality.
Most of theresearch was cen-
tered on wealthier nations, where
data is morereadily available and
more factors are controlled.
Wilkinson and Pickett sug-
gested that it is not the dif-
ference in the mean income
between societies that affects
social problems, but rather the
discrepancy in earnings be-
tween the wealthiest 20 percent
an.d poorest 20 percent of a
society's population.
Countries with the fewest
social problems were Japan and
Nordic countries like Sweden
and Finland. Though govern-
ment involvement in finances
differed greatly between those
nations—Sweden taxes their
citizens heavily and redistributes
wealth, while the Japanese gov-
ernment is mostly uninvolved
with personal finances— both
show a relatively small difference
in earnings between the wealthi-
est and poorest citizens.
Whereas the wealthiest 20
percent of Swedish citizens are,
on average, only three to four
times as wealthyas the poorest 20
percent, the U.S. tops the charts
with the wealthiest fifth of the
population earning eight to nine
times as much as the poorest.
According to Wilkinson and
Pickett, this large discrepancy has
lead to higher levels of crime, il-
literacy, teen pregnancy and vio-
lence in the U.S.
"All of these countries have
very diverse histories, with
different things contributing to
their respective levels ofinequal-
ity at different times," Wilkinson
said. "Its these diverse histories
that lead societies to the inequal-
ity they end up with. History
doesn't lead to homicide, but
history leads to the inequality
that leads to homicide."
Wilkinson said that less-equal
countries have much higher rates
ofmental illness, chronic disease
and teen pregnancy. According
to the professors' research, more
fiscally equal countries, such as
Japan and Sweden, have occur-
rence ofmental illness in 10per-
cent of their population, while
the U.S. is at a rate of about
26 percent.
Pickett said U.S. citizens also
tend to have lowerlevels ofinter-
personal trust and social mobil-
ity coupled with higher levels of
child conflict like bullying.
"In surveys of Norwegians
and Americans, we found that
about two-thirds of Norwegians
think people are generally trust-
worthy," Pickett said, "but
in the U.S., only about one-
fifth of those surveyed find
others trustworthy."
Pickett said some had claimed
a bias in their research, so they
gathered data from each of the
50 states and every U.S. county.
The statistics confirmed the duos
earlier data—more fiscally equal
states and counties had fewer so-
cial and medical problems.
"What you're looking at is
a kind of general social dys-
function related to inequality,"
Pickett said.
According to Pickett, soci-
eties with greater fiscal equal-
ity are more generous world aid
donors. They also recycle more
often and have business leaders
more willing to comply with UN
regulations for sustainability and
climate change.
Wilkinson and Pickett told
the audience that, while there
is no clear solution, the key to
solving these problems lies not a
focus on economic growth, but
with a focus on better quality
oflife.
Katy may be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com.
History doesn't lead to
homicide, but [it] leads
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Let us demonstrate ourproven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,lo. and Steven Klein
The StevenKlein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle
206-524-4915
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Beginning Jan. 21, Seattle
University's Communication
Department is getting downright
nasty.
Since winter 2008, Mara
Adelman, a professor of commu-
nication and journalism, has been
organizing a lecture about every-
thing "nasty." Focusing on top-
ics related to sex on the Internet,
in film and in modern culture,
Adelman hopes the four presenta-
tions spread over four Thursdays
will get people to start talking about
sex again.
"There is an evocative nature
surrounding the word 'nasty,'"
Adelman said. "It is virtually si-
lenced. We rarely talk about sex,
especially on campus."
Adelman said the creation ofthe
salon was inspired by the work of
her colleague JimForsher, commu-
nication professor. Forsher created a
presentation called "NastyCinema"
for the Seattle International Film
Festival last year, which dealt with
censored and controversial fdms
from the 19th century.
"When I heard whatForsher was
doing, I realized that everyone in
the department had something to
contribute," Adelman said. "We are
all experts in a different area, and
we were a collection ofprogressive
people that wanted to address issues
of our time."
Forsher's piece focuses on the
dirty side of Hollywood starting
from the 1890s—on how women
were portrayed, how racism was un-
abashedly splashed across the screen
and how sex was silenced. He plans
on showing two to three clips from
his presentation at his lecture.
Along with film, the salon is
bringing in communicationsprofes-
sor Sonora Jha to cover how nasty'
things have gotten on the Internet.
Jha, a blogger for seattlepi.com,
will be lecturing on how blogs give
anonymity to writers and how
speech has gone from free to just
plain nasty.
The third professor to contrib-
ute to the series is Gary Atkins, a
communications professor known
for his work on communication
law and sexual justice issues.
Atkins said he hopes students
will become more conscious ofcer-
tain anomalies in free speech law.
"Teenagers are being persecuted
for engaging in sexually-related
expressions that they've been do-
ing for a long time," Atkins said.
"But they are now being mistaken
as sexual offenders instead of self-
expression and discovery. It's cell
phones and Web cams instead of
locker room talk now."
Atkins plans on speaking about
ways in which children are silenced
when it comes to sexual discussion.
He also plans on looking into dif-
ferent sexual laws such as child
pornography and laws that inhibit
sexually-related speech in schools
or online.
Adelman will close the salon
series on Feb. 11 with co-lec-
turer, Allena Gabosh, executive
director for the Center for Sex
Positive Culture.
"I am on a mission to make it
OK to talk about sex," Adelman
said. "I think it is ironic that sus-
tainability is so talked about on
campus but family planning is
rarely discussed, that we provide
HIV testing but not condoms."
Editor's note: Sonora Jha is The
Spectator adviser.













take night classes with
Seattle University
Staff Writer
Ifa full dayofclasses and a night
filled with homework leaves you
feeling tired and stressed, imagine
being a professional ballet dancer
at the same time.
Seattle University has partnered
with Pacific Northwest Ballet
(PNB) to offer classes to groomed
ballet dancers looking to expand
their options after their ballet ca-
reer has ended.
"It helps professional ballet
dancers transition into a second
career, and they can do this over
as long of a period as they like,"
said Maria Chapman, a principal
company dancer and a chairperson
of the Seattle University/PNB edu-
cational partnership.
Chapman, who has been with
the program since it was started
in 2002, has taken classes when it
works with her schedule.
"Seattle University really helps
by bringing the professors to
the dancers and meeting them
15 minutes after rehearsals end
in the same building as rehears-
als," Chapman said. She also said
teachers work the class schedule
around rehearsals and performanc-
es. Dancers rehearse for up to six
hours a day, so classes usually run
two hours and usually begin at
7 p.m.
Jennifer Schulz, a core lecturer
in the English and Psychology de-
partments, is the current director
of the Seattle U/PNB educational
partnership. She said because the
program holds classes around
the dancers' schedules, it limits
classes to only one or two nights
a week.
There are roughly 15 dancers in
each class, and they all know each
other extremely well because they
rehearse, perform and take classes
together. The dancers come from
around the country and interna-
tionally and range from 18 to 30
years old. Many of these dancers
have been a part of a major com-
pany, dancing professionally in
places like New York. As accom-
plished dancers, their first priority
is dance, but they are becoming
more proactive by thinking about
finishing their degrees.
Chapman spent her whole life
dancing, and ballet became her
main focus at 12years old. Starting
her professional career and PNB
job at 18,she said performance and
rehearsal are parts ofher job. Now,
32 years old, Chapman helps set up
class schedules and is the liaison for
dancers, all while continuing her
ballet career.
Schulz said the program is now
undergoing new formulization with
the goal ofcycling classes. The plan
is to eventually offer a cycle ofnine
core classes over three years, where
students take one class per quarter.
Schulz also said the program strives
to maintain the academic integrity
of the classes, so dancers are taught
at the same level as other Seattle U
students and are given homework
and grades.
The program is also working to
matriculate the dancers after they
have completed three classes with
the program, so that they can take
classes on campus whenever they
want. Dancers have the opportu-
nity to earn 45 credits from this
program to put toward a degree.
While the majority ofclasses are
taught at the Phelps Center near
the Seattle Center, where PNB is
located, students occasionally have
Saturday classes at Seattle U to
familiarize them with college and
campus life.
"Some [of the dancers] have
not been in traditional classrooms
before," Schulz said. She also said
that at first the dancers were rela-
tively insecure and nervous about
taking classes and being college
students because they haven't been
socialized into that sort ofenviron-
ment. Even though the dancers'
schedules don'tpermit classes with
other Seattle U students, they still
get to sample life at Seattle U and
obtain college credits while focus-
ing on their dance career.
"It's been really great that
Seattle U has brought so many of
the teachers to teach the dancers,"
Chapman said. "It has really helped
the dancers to keep up their educa-
tion throughout their ballet careers
and to keep their options open for
their second career after ballet."
The life of a professional ballet
dancer is busy all year, with only a
few weeks offin the summer. While
taking classes with the Seattle U/
PNB program, the dancers perform
in Seattle from September tp the
beginning of June, performing for
two weeks at a time almost every
month. The dancers also travel two
or three times a year.













Seattle U Core Lecturer








A non-affiliate male used one of
the campus safety buttons to call
for medical assistance because
he had consumed both alcohol
and narcotics. Seattle Fire De-





A Facilities contractor acciden-
tally drilled into electrical conduits.
Public Safetyfound an electrician
to inspect thedamage. The elec-
trician said the conduit lines were
most likely disconnected.
Safety Assist
Dec. 24, 8:45 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol found two
males standing next to a running
vehicle with the doors locked.
The vehicle was traced to a stu-
dent currently studying abroad.
Seattle Police were notified. The
males, friends of the student
owner, were searched and keys
were recovered. The vehicle was
shut off and re-secured.
Alcohol/Safety Assist
Dec. 27, 12:45 a.m.
A student and a friend were
observed walking through the
Murphy construction area carry-
ing pitchers of beer. They were
stopped by public safety. The
non-student refused to comply
and was trespass warned. The




Grounds staff reported mis-
spelled racial slurs written in
marker on a bench infront of the
Admissions & Alumni building.
Public Safety smeared the ink to
cover it until facilities staff could
clean the bench. Seattle police
were notified.
For a complete listing of public






In October 2004, Frank Warren founded
PostSecret as a community art project. The
idea was that anonymous contributors would
mail him handmade postcards featuring secrets
about themselves—ranging from confessions
and revelations to deeply personal secrets and
professions of love. These postcards are then
scanned and put on a bfog to be viewed by the
general public. The site quickly became a major
phenomenon—garnering about 3 million hits
per week and inspiring similar sites in various
languages. Warren is on tour supporting the
newest PostSecret book "Confessions on Life,
Death, and God". Pigott Auditorium, 7 p.m.
RTTM CONCERT
mism jaguarLove
When popular Seattle post-hardcore band
Blood Brothers broke up in 2007, vocalist
Johnny Whitney and guitarist Cody Votolato
relocated to Portland and quickly formed Jaguar
Love. The band began with a focus on a punk-
influenced indie-rock sound, but are now more
of an electro-dance-punk outfit that continues
to showcase Whitney's distinctive "Jaguar-like"
screaming voice. Opening acts include Slender
Means, Nazca Lines and Blood Cells (feat, for-
mer members ofSchoolyard Heroes). The Vera
Project, 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 online and $9 at
the door.
WORKSHOP
Ojs Stewart Stern at NWFF
Join Oscar-nominated screenwriter Stewart
Stern for a screening of "Rebel Without a
Cause," featuring Stern's own live commen-
tary about the film, its writing and its produc-
tion. This James Dean classic will be paused
intermittently at the request of the audience
for questions and discussion. Northwest Film
Forum, 12 to 3 p.m. Tickets are $30 online.
Participants must register in advance.
FJIHI EXHIBIT
I An 'epoch' adventure
In an exhibit that combines things old and
new, the Burke museum presents "Cruisin' the
Fossil Freeway," a co-exhibition of artifacts and
art inspired by a 5,000 mile road trip to search
for fossils in the American West. Alaska art-
ist Ray Troll accompanied paleontologist Kirk
Johnson on the long journey, and his colorful
art (displayed with fossils the duo collected on
their trip) shines a whimsical, imaginative light




"Yes We Can: Change Begins Now!" is
the 27th annual celebration of the life ofDr.
MartinLuther King, Jr. The event begins with
9:30 a.m. workshops, followed by an 11 a.m v
rally and noon march, ending at the Federal
Building. Garfield High School, 9:30 a.m. to
about 1:30 p.m.
EXHIBIT
| Siena Book Art
Seattle U art students think outside the
binding in this exhibition ofbook art made on
their Summer 2009 study abroad trip to Siena,
Italy. Vashon Gallery, Fine Arts Building. The
exhibit runs through Friday, March 12..
mrcn FILMNQb SEAC presents 'UP'
"Up," Pixars latest box office hit is the story
of the elderly Carl Fredrickson, who attaches
thousands ofballoons to his house in hopes of
reaching a lost land in South America—a place
he and his late wife, Ellie, always dreamed of
visiting. In this hilarious adventure, Fredrickson
and Russell (his accidental sidekick) encounter
new friends and foes ranging from talking dogs
and giant birds to a disgraced explorer that will
do whatever it takes to regain his once-prom-
inent standing in the scientific community.
Pigott Auditorium, Bp.m.




It's safe to say New York's
Vampire Weekend was the most
(over?) hyped band of 2008. The
group's afro-pop turned tons of
heads, thanks in part to its polish
and in part to its delivery from a




but lead singer Ezra Koenig didn't
seem to have any qualms with it on
the band's debut.
But the group kept quiet in
2009, save Koenig singing on a cou-
ple ofalbums by The Very Best and
Discovery (Batmanglij's side project
with Wes Miles from Ra Ra Riot),
and their music was overshadowed
by the afro-experimentalism that
was Dirty Projectors' "Bitte Orca."
2009 was also the year Brian Eno
announced "the death of uncool,"
reassuring white kids in America
that indeed, they were allowed to
listen not only to Talking Heads,
but also to Fela Kuti and Raekwon
in tandem.
And how did this great death-
this idea that nothing is off limits
in modern music-affect Vampire
Weekend's sophomore effort
"Contra?" Well, in truth, it prob-
ably didn't.
"Contra"—which has been
streaming on the band's Myspace
for about a week-isn't a sophomore
slump, precisely, but it certainly
doesn't have the pop appeal of its
predecessor. It's a weird record. It
hardly contains any of the sugar-
coated prep-pop of the group's de-
but, or at least it doesn't deliver it
in such straightforward gestures as
songs like "Oxford Comma" and
"Campus" did. For those familiar
with Discovery's "LP," it's easiest
to describe "Contra" as sound-
ing like VW's debut crossed with
Batmanglij's side-project: afro-pop
with autotune, ridiculous synths,
and enough dizzying orchestra-
tion to make even Arcade Fire fans
squirm a little bit.
As for the quality of the record,
it's kind ofmiddling. While it lacks
the extreme highs of the band's
debut like "M79" and "Brynn" it's
also thankfully devoid ofobnoxious
throwaway tracks like "Cape Cod
Kwassa Kwassa" and "One (Blake's
Got A New Face)." Granted, the
opening track "Horchata" boasts
one of the worst lyrics I've ever
heard ("In December, drinking hor-
chata / I look psychotic in a bala-
clava"), but "Contra" also makes













out a bit better




Son" is a spazzy
electro-pop ballad that would be a
nearly perfect song were it not for
its pace-breaking bridge, and the
down-tempo "Taxi Cab" sounds
suspiciously like an A-side Ra Ra
Riot single.
In contrast to the self-titled
record, "Contra" is a bit more
colorful, if a bit less consistent.
"California English" boasts some
awfully unnecessary auto-tune(the
live version, where Koenig sings it
sans computer-alteration is far su-
perior), and "Cousins" is the mean-
est thing the band has ever done,
their typical dueling guitar jangles
sped up and punked out in a way
that is difficult to put into words.
It's a grower of a record, for sure,
just as the band's first release was,
and just like the debut it's a record
that you find yourself unwittingly
wanting to listen to over and over
again, even if you can't justifyyour
desire to put it on repeat. Maybe
it's Koenigs candied vocals, or
Batmanglij's awesome orchestra-
tion, or Chris Tomson's faux-mo-
torik drumming. There's just some-
thing about Vampire Weekend that
makes their music irresistible, in
spite of its inconsistencies and an-
noyances. They might not be cool
like Spoon is cool, but it's impos-
sible to deny that onceyou get past
thekeffiyehs and the Doc Martens
and the general "hipness" of the
band, Vampire Weekend is a band
worth listening to simply because,
well, they make some really catchy
pop music. And that's cool.




pop appeal of its
predecessor.
Courtesyof XL Recordings
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How do you feel about
Elliott Bay Books'
move to Capitol Hill?
"I don't mind. It's the most
well-known bookstore among
students and it will be in a good
location, between two schools
on Capitol Hill. I wish I knew
more about the bookstore itself,
but its reputation preceeds it."
"I'm indifferent. I don't really
spend a lot of time there."
"I'm excited that they're not
going to be so far away. It'll be
easier to get to now."
"Losing the icon of Elliott Bay in Pioneer Square is weep-
induoing. if they can recreate the atmosphere, then I will
continue to be a fan. Otherwise, I'll continue to use the
public library."
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Division I
May 11, 2007 held a surprise for many at Seattle
University: local newspapers were reporting Seattle U
wouldbe reentering Division I athletics beginning as soon
as the 2008-2009 school year.
Later that day, President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. sent an
e-mail to the Seattle U community apologizing for being
"scooped" by the newspapers and announcing the plan to
leave Division II for D-I.
Since then, the term Division I—or one of its
iterations—has appeared in every section of this newspa-
per in all sorts ofstories.
These stories tell of everything from controversy and
dissent over the move to new student spirit groups and
games at KeyArena.
And already, as the Redhawks continue in the transition
playing as independent teams, the D-I move is achieving
at least one goal officials had: garnering attention for this
growing university in the middle ofSeattle.
Whether it has been a scapegoat or a welcome change,
the Division I athletic transition is Seattle University's de-
fining story of the decade.
Will Seattle U basketball ever have the stature of
Gonzaga University? Who knows? But the story ofDivision
I will continue to significantly shape Seattle University in
the next decade, too.
Capital Campaign
Despite a devastating recession, Seattle
University's Capital Campaign "For the
Difference We Make" wrapped up Sept.
10, 2009 far exceeding its goal.
The university was aiming for $150
million and finished with $169 million
from 21,000 donors, 14,000 of whom
were first-time donors to Seattle U.
The Capital Campaign's stunning suc-
cess is a sign that others are recognizing
the university's drive and achievements.
The campaign raised more than both of
Seattle U's previous two, which brought
in $27 million and $67 million.
While many things are needed to make
a university premier, as is Seattle U's vision,
a key ingredient that must not be over-
looked is money.
The success of the campaign will aid
students with scholarships, help improve
academic programs, build state-of-the-art
new facilities and contribute to the univer-
sity's operating budget and Jesuit Catholic
identity.
While the effects of the fundraising are
only just being felt by current students,
Seattle University's Capital Campaign is
the second-ranking story of the decade for
what it promises to deliver in the future:
a premier, independent university that
alumni will be proud to call their alma
mater.
Articulating Seattle U's mission
For me the most important thing that I've been involved in during the last 10years is helping
the university come to the identification of what its mission is, because for a university we're
very focused around what is our mission. People understand it; they are always quoting it and




Every college campus is constantly striv-
ing to grow and expand, but the 2000s for
Seattle University were a time ofhuge ex-
pansion. When the decade began, there
was no Student Center and no Sky Bridge.
Chardin Hall was theBessie Burton Sullivan
Skilled Nursing Residence, Xavier Hall had
yet to be named the global communityhall
and the Lemieux Library was even then in
desperate need of renovation. Much ofwhat
is now the Seattle U campus in the early
00s was just a vision or a dream, but as we
move into the new decade, those dreams
are becoming realities. The univer-
sity is raising its profile with every
new building, but that brings more
students and the rise of a housing
crunch the likes of which Seattle
U has never seen. Hopefully by
2020, we'll have increased admin-
istrative, educationaland housing
facilities to be proud ofall around
our campus and its surrounding
neighborhood. I
Lemieux Library renovation
It will take us into the 21st century, it took me a long time to
.realize the Lemieux Library was out of date and inadequate; it was
almost brand new when I came here. The renovated Lemieux will
support the way students gain information and howthere is much
more usage of electronics and less reliance on my favorite, books.
There will be much better facilities for students working together
on projects. It will also support students using a variety of media
in making reports. It will fit how we teach and how students learn
today and instead of 40 years ago.
John Eshelman
Provost Emeritus and Economics Professor
Focus on sustainability
Though gardening superstar Ciscoe
Morris left Seattle University in 2002,
he left an indelible mark on the way the
campus's grounds were shaped. Seattle
U is a campus that cares about sustain-
ability, with meticulously maintained
pesticide-free gardens beautifying every
corner of the campus. It's also a forerun-
ner in the recent composting movement
around Seattle, and like its sister school
Gonzaga University has already done,
Seattle U has been striving for years to
"ban the bottle." Sustainability is trendy
nowadays, sure, but Seattle U has gone
beyond pandering to global trends by
making its green existence a foundation-
al part ofits institutional mission.
featuressu-spectator.com/
10 from 10: The stories that
10 af
Facebook and parties
This decade brought the Internet into our lives
in a major way, and with the growth of social net-
working sites like Facebook, the line between what's
public and private in a student's life be-
\ gan to get blurry very quickly.
I In 2008 there were two instances
: 1 of the administration getting involved
with student's off-campus partying,
■ partially due to Facebook. In May,
H| Glenn Butterworth, S.J., an assistant
to the dean of students, con-
! tacted
students planning a party and threatened disci-
plinary action. He had found out that they were
hosting a "douchebag party" through Facebook,
which according to Butterworth showed "offensive
genderbiases" and was against the Student Code of
Conduct. Butterworth's threats made the students
cancel the party.
The school also got involved when members of
the softball team hosted a "c**t hunt," a party where
girls dressed as animals and boys as hunters. The
players were put through the conduct system, and
the school hosted several events dealing with the
issues surrounding themed parties.
Recession/budget cuts
The recent recession impacted
everyone, but perhaps what is most
remarkable is how well the burden
was handled at Seattle University. By
cutting costs by 5 percent across the
board in all departments, the uni-
versity avoided unnecessary layoffs
and kept its yearly tuition increase
for the 2009-2010 school year al-
most startlingly low (just more than
3 percent). Its endowment took a
hit, of course, but compared to the
University of Washington, whose
students were saddled with a 7 per-
cent tuition increase in the fall, and
whose endowment eroded with the
fall of the economy, Seattle U pulled
through the roughest moments of
therecession as admirably as any in-
stitution of higher education could
hope to.
Seattle University became entangled in
three separate sexual abuse scandals in the
last decade, one of which has yet to be
resolved.
Tony Harris, S.J., who served as vice
president of Mission and Ministry, re-
signed in October 2006 after allegations
that he sexually harassed a trainee priest
in the 1990s surfaced.
That week Seattle U also announced
that a former professor who was already
deceased, Englebert Axer, S.J., had mo-
lested a boy in California in 1956.
In 2007, several men filed a lawsuit
against Seattle U and the Jesuit orderclaim-
ing sexual abuse by MichaelToulouse, S.J.,
who taught at the school from 1950 to
1976. The suit also claimed officials within
the order and at Seattle U knew of the
abuse but failed to stop it. One victim said
Toulouse had molested him in the Jesuit
residence on campus in 1968.
In 2005,President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J.'s refusal to testify ata deposition about
private meetings he had with James Poole,
S.J., a priest accused of raping or molest-
ing several girls, drew media attention as
well.
Mostrecently, Sundborg was named as
a defendant in a lawsuit alleging he and
other leaders of the Oregon Province of
Jesuitsknew ofabusive priests but allowed
themto remain in ministry. By December
2009, the number ofvictims alleging abuse
in the suit topped 500, and the Oregon
Province—which includes Jesuits in
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho and
Alaska—had filed for bankruptcy.
Jesuit sex abuse litigation
Japanese American memorial
[The memorial occurred during a] time ofa lot of xenophobia after
9/11, and so it was kind of a way of reminding ourselves that our
history is not the greatest in how we treat people sometimes.
Patrick Howell, S.J.
Rector
Seattle U hosts Tent City
In 2005, Seattle University brought
the Jesuit value of social justice to
light in a big way through the hosting
of "Tent City" on the campus tennis
courts. Tent city is a homeless encamp-
ment that floats around Seattle wher-
ever it can find space, and Seattle U be-
came the first university in the country
to host a homeless encampment of any
kind on its campus.
Not only was Tent City at Seattle
U great for the homeless who had a
place to call home for a month, it was
also great for students who were able
to expand their minds and education
through visits and volunteering at the
Tent City. Almost 600 students, faculty
and staffmade educational visits to the
city, and nearly 700 people got hands
on experience volunteering there.
Increased LGBTQ awareness
In an October 2000 issue of The
Spectator, the editorial board called out
the university's administration for dis-
criminating against homosexual faculty
and staff.
"Faculty and staff members who are
homosexual are treated as second class
citizens by our university," the editorial
reads. "The university itself, at the high-
est levels, discriminates against these
members of our community."
Over the last 10 years, Seattle
University as an institution has grown
to be more accepting of homosexual
faculty and staff as well as students.
Through growth of student groups like
theTriangle Club, the queer population
definitely has a home at Seattle U. The
club's drag show, started in 2007, has
proven to be one of the best-attended
on campus events, and the whole envi-
ronment helps Seatde U fit in even better
in the Capitol Hill community.
Bessie Burton
At a university that prides itself
in teaching social justice and put-
ting it into practice, the decision
to close Bessie Burton Sullivan, a
skilled nursing facility on campus
housing the elaerly, was one many
in the community wouldn't let pass
without a fight.
The controversial decision, an-
nounced Jan. 8, 2007 in an e-mail
from President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J. sparked anger, debate and
even a protest among the Seattle
University community.
Bessie Burton had 139 beds for
elderly who needed daily assistance.
It employed nearly 200 people.
But university officials felt con-
tinual growth had forced them to
prioritize needed classroom, office
andhousing space over running the
skilled nursing facility.
"Ultimately, our core mission
and responsibility is to provide
students with a first-rate educa-
tional experience and that is what
makes the decision to close Bessie
Burton necessary," Sundborg wrote
at the time.
Bessie Burton Sullivan then be-
came PierreTeilhard de Chardin, S.J.
Hall, better known as Chardin.
Even after students moved in,
Chardin continued to be notewor-
thy. It was widely said to be haunt-
ed, students initially complained
that it lacked community, backed
up pipes flooded some students'
rooms in feces and resident assis-
tants led some students in unique
programs, like a night spent sleep-
ing in boxes on Logan Field.
Photo's by Braden Van Dragt and Candice Shankel
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FOOD
and, as owner Josh
Reynolds puts it, "college-
kid prices."
Reynolds founded
Bluebird one year ago in what he calls
an attempt to "create a neighborhood
space that would bring people togeth-
er." His storeprovides free Wi-Fi and
board games, encourages new musi-
cians to play, contains a recreation
room that can be rented out for free
and offers an ice cream happy hour
every day. With all these benefits,
it's no wonder when Reynolds says
competition between neighboring
dessert shops—such as Molly Moon's
and Cupcake Royale—hasn't been a
problem. People frequently come to
Bluebird to experience not just the
great services but also the unique
atmosphere and, of course, the
outstanding food.
Bluebird offers all the conven-
tional ice cream flavors like vanilla
and chocolate but also boasts a vari-
ety ofunique flavors, such as Maple
Hickory, Apple Pie and even Elysian
Stout, a smooth beer flavor created
from the next door brewery's beer.
Every scoop has a rich and
creamy texture, regardless of the fla-
vor. Snickerdoodle is Bluebird's best
seller, and for good reason. Its lus-
cious mix of cinnamon and brown
sugar provides for a melt-in-your-
mouth consistency, making it the
best flavor Bluebird has to offer. The
shop even serves vegan ice cream,
which, although an oxymoron, sells
quite often.
Prices for ice cream are a bargain:
for $3, customers receive a scoop
large enough to guarantee anyone
a satisfied stomach and delicious
enough to surpass nearby competing
ice cream parlors.
Bluebird also offers an abun-
dance ofsandwiches and tea, whfch
Reynolds says sell well during the
winter. All the ingredients are com-
pletely organic and locally bought.
While the latter entrees are uncom-
mon in an ice cream shop, theirprices
reflect their quality, so on a student
budget it's best to stay at C-Street for
anything but ice cream. Bluebird's at-
tempt to encapsulate a wide variety
of food helps the restaurant avoid
the label of being just another ice
cream parlor.
Unlike other ice cream shops,
which seemingly blend together by
furnishing themselves in nondescript
tables and chairs, Bluebird is inge-
niously furnished with materials sal-
vaged from the greater Seattle area.
Old church pews serve as benches,
tables are made from the floor of
Hamilton Middle School's old bas-
ketball court and even the counters
are made from the siding ofwhat was
once a dilapidated barn.
"It's a win-win," Reynolds said
about the furnishings. "We help the
environment, and we save money.1 '
In fact, because so much of
Bluebird is made from recycled ma-
terial, rhe entire cost ofwood needed
to create the shop came to a mere
$100. And while some may prefer
lavish furniture with a classy ambi-
ance, the decor in Bluebird provides
a surprisingly comfortable atmo-
sphere. The combinationofgreat ser-
vice, chic style and a tasteful variety
of food makes Bluebird a must-do
for everyone.
Pavan may be reached at
vasdevp@seattleu.edu.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
A sign outside Bluebird advertises its homemade ice cream, sandwiches and tea. Blue-
bird features a comfortableatmosphere and reasonably-priced ice cream.
entertainment
Mayor McGinn kicks off
term with a bang
Katy McCourt-Basham | The Spectator
Left, Seattle U admissions counselor Matt Bishop plays with his band Hey Marseilles
at Mayor Mike McGinn's Inaugural Music Festival. Above, McGinn chats with a young
Seattleite and her dad outside the event, held at Showbox SoDo.




A local blogger's sweet success
Carolyn Huynh
ARTIST PROFILE
A Ballard resident quiton her masters to pursue dreams and is now a
food blogger, columnist, cookbook author and restaurant co-owner
Staff Writer
Orangette exists as one of the zesti-
est food blogs around. Named last year
by the Times ofLondon as the number
one food blog of 2009, creator Molly
Wizenberg continues to dominate the
Internet food scene from her home
inBallard.
With,her blog, her monthly food col-
umn in Bon Appetit and her cookbook
"A Homemade Life: Stories and Recipes
from My Kitchen Table," Wizenberg
is right where she has always wanted
to be.
Wizenberg, a Standford alumna,
went on to get her masters in cultur-
al anthropology at the University of
Washington. Midway through her program,
doing research in Paris, she made the decision
to drop outof graduate school and pursue her
dreams—whatever they were.
"I knew for a long timeI wanted to work
with food and that I missed writing. I just
didn'tknow what I wanted todo," Wizenberg
says. "So a friend of mine suggested I start
a blog."
Wizenberg grew up in Oklahoma
in a family of avid cooks and continues
to use those family recipes throughout
her blog.
"I was farting around at first with the
blog," she says. "I was writing what was in-
teresting to me, and I'm honesdy amazed that
anybody found it."
Orangette warmly invites readers into
Wizenberg's memories and daily life as she
beautifully intertwines food and humorous
anecdotes.
She recounts childhood memoriesofher-
selfin the kitchen and allows the reader to
become part ofher past and present.
Wizenberg's blog remains one ofthe more
prominent Seatde food blogs. She began the
blog in July 2004. Six years later, Orangette
still stands out among the throngs of
food blogs.
"I attribute mysuccess to timing. It's a to-
tally different scene online now than when I
first started," Wizenberg says. "You needmore
than just good photographs and good writ-
ing—you need the whole package now."
It was the originality and the passion of
Wizenberg's writing that drew one reader to
ask her out on a dinner date via e-mail.
Through this one e-mail and
a flight from New York to Seattle,
Wizenberg met her future husband. He relo-
cated to Seatde and together the two of them
opened up Delancey, a pizzeria in Ballard,
last year.
"It was more Brandons [her husbands]
dream than mine," Wizenberg said. "He's
from New Jersey, and when he came out
here, he missed the pizza. So we decided to
do something about it."
Delancey has become a force to be reck-
oned with. The wait time is often 30 to 45
minutes, and Seattleites are willing to adapt
to patience as they wait for a chance to eat
delicious wood-fired pizza.
Because of Delancey's huge success,
the Wizenbergs are quickly becoming
recognized as rising Seattle stars in the
food scene.
Wizenberg even plans on writingher sec-
ond book about the pizzeria.
Fortunately for epicureans everywhere,
Wizenberg also has no plans on resting any-
time soon.
Seattle food blogger and The New
York Times bestselling author, Matthew
Amster-Burton has teamed up with
Wizenberg to launch a podcast Web site
(spilledmilkpodcast.com) where they com-
bine their love for food, comedy and every-
thing in between.
Wizenberg managed to accomplish
what any young person her age aims to
achieve, even without a professional cook-
ing background. Yet she still retains her love
for simplicity.
"I'm still a peanut-butter and jelly per-
son at heart," Wizenberg says.
To read the Orangette blog, visit
orangette. blogspot.com.
Carolyn may be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com.
Mary Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
Blogger and restaurateur MollyWizenburg in front of her restaurant, Delancey. The restaurant specializes in wood-fired pizza
and a has become a popular spot in Ballard.




"Rock and roll has no excitement any-
more," declares Eugene Hiitz, the unin-
hibited frontman of Gogol Bordello, in
"Gogol Bordello: Non-Stop," Margarita
Jimeno's documentary of the band that
seeks to introduce the masses to "Gypsy
punk" music.
This new breed of music combines
two existing categories: punk and what
Hiitz calls the "buckwild, ape shit style"
oftraditional Romany music. Performed
live, the energetic music encourages crowd
participation to embrace all in the band's
atmosphere of chaos.
From 2001 to 2006, "Gogol Bordello:
Non-Stop" follows Hiitz and his band as
they rise from New York's underground
music scene entertaining second-genera-
tion Ukrainian kids to playing sold out
shows on international tours.
Influenced by his Romany heritage
and Hungarian composer Bela Bartok,
Hiitz took the anger and tight jeans
off of punk and gave it a colorful twist.
He pieced together Gogol Bordello, a
multi-nationality band with members
ranging from a straight-edge American
drummer to a Ukranian immigrant ac-
cordion player discovered in a New York
subway tunnel.
Jimeno's documentary successfully con-
veys the ebullience of this motley assem-
bly and the sensational non-stop energy
required for a marathon tour, which one
band member describes as the energy you
find in a "blotofadrenaline." Because it is a
documentary of a band, however,
the film comes off as something like
a long episode of VHl's "Behind
the Music."
Interviews with Hiitz reveal a source of
his inspiration, his difficult journey to and
in America as a Ukrainian refugee.
At 17, Soviet Kiev-born Hiitz and his
family fled their homelandfor the United
States. Renouncing Ukrainian citizenship,
his family became refugees navigating what
Hiitz calls the "barricades of bureacracy."
The clear focus of Jimeno's film is the
refugee and immigrant inspiration for
Gogol songs. To give viewers a palpable
sense of what the music says and where
it comes from, she dwells on Hiitz's past
and often cuts to performances ofthe song
"Immigrant Punk.".
Though it gives insight to the band
and Hiitz's artistic influences, "Gogol
Bordello: Non-Stop" fails to give a sense
of direction or convey any real point
other than "Wow, interesting band." Its
most exciting portions are simply cuts to
footage of the band performing.
Those interested in new music but
unaware of Gogol can be pleased, but
because the film itself packs little more
than the fire brought by the band, it
will probably play better with those grate-
ful to see the insides of the beast they al-
ready love.
The Northwest Film Forum will be
playing "Gogol Bordello: Non-Stop" from
Jan. 18 to Jan. 21.







The Columbia University-educated "A-Punks"
are kicking off the new decade with their hotly
anticipated sophomore release, and the record
finds them working outside the typical con-
fines of their preppy afro-pop sound. "Contra"
shows the group tweaking their sound with
a newfound love of synthesizers and horns,
and this experimentation both stuns (as on
standout tracks "White Sky" and "Run") and fails
(check out the abysmal "I Think Ur A Contra"
and the overzealous art-pop of "Diplomats Son")
in equal measure on the album. On the whole
though, it's a strong, interesting follow up to one
of the most loved and hyped records of 2008,
and it's worth a listen for anyone interested in
irritatingly catchy pop music.
"Youth In Revolt"
Michael Cera has been typecast again! "Youth
In Revolt" finds him trying to win over a girl
by supplementing his typically innocent and
aloof caricature with an alternate "bad boy"
persona, who encourages him to "fake his own
death" in order to avoid getting arrested for ar-
son and other such acts of youthful debauch-
ery. Based on the book of the same name, the
story follows Nick Twisp (Cera) as he does very
naughty things in an effort to lose his virgin-
ity to his dream girl. All is fair in love and
war, it seems, including bad mustaches, cheesy
destruction montages that try and fail to re-
call the chaos of the classic mall chase scene
from "The Blues Brothers" and terrible jokes
about penis size.
"Daybreakers"
For the love ofGod, can we give the Vampire
thing a break? "Daybreakers" is a movie about
a strange, unexplainable plague that turns the
majority of the world's citizens into vampires,
who proceed to capture the remaining human
members of society in order to live and feed off
their blood. But a band of rogue vampires is
working with a human scientist to get rid of
the rest of the evil vampires and save human-
kind! So it's like John Carpenter's "Land OfThe
Dead," but with a smarter category of monster
and devoid of a scene where a girl gets her navel
piercing ripped out ofher skin. Well, at least it's a
little more appropriately menacing than
"New Moon."
Sonic Boom moves to new location
Lower Capitol Hill just got even better. Sonic
Boom Records, one ofthe best little indie shops
on the hill, has relocated to Melrose Avenue be-
tween Pike Street and Pine Street from its old
home on 15th Avenue. As if the new, closer-
to-Seattle University location weren't danger-
ous enough for audiophiles' wallets, they're
now also located across the street from Bauhaus
Books & Coffee, so you can satisfy all your hip-
ster wants and needs in one place. Also, Sonic
Boom's new location is roomier than before,
which means more awesome and obscure vinyl
to waste your hard earned money (or your hard-
fought tax return) on. Once Elliott Bay Books
finishes its move, Pine Street will be the most
monetarily dangerous street in Seattle. Thanks,
Sonic Boom!
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Blog-to-book phenomenon includes
LOLcatz, FAILures and fatties
Kelton Sears
Recent books are putting gems of the blogosphere
onto the printed page
Senior Staff Writer
Blogging can be depressing.
Writers spend a lot of time writing
up posts, knowing full well that 99
percent of the time, nobody will ever
read them.
But then, there is the other 1 per-
cent, that small slice of bloggers that
make up a tiny sliver in the great
Internet pie chart in the sky, whose
blogs are incredibly successful and
rack up millions of views per week.
These blogs have been the subject of
a new trend: the blog-to-book phe-
nomenon. The trend is morewelcome
among bloggers themselves, generat-
ingmore money than blogs alone can.
Ben Huh, owner of FAIL Blog and
I Can Haz Cheezburger? admitted
in a Huffington Post article that "it
takes a lot of page views to equal one
book sale." Publishers recently have
been scouring the Web for the most
noteworthy blogs they can find and
putting them on bookstore shelves,
proving that a lot of lonely Web post-
ingcan actually lead to real success—if
you're lucky.
Here are a few of the lucky ones:
FAIL Blog
Celebratedand decried at the same
time for making the exclamation
"FAIL!" the new it-word, FAIL blog
has made its markby prominently dis-
playing all sorts ofthings completely,
well, failing. From screenshots of the
GuinnessWorld Record Web site dis-
playing a "Break this record" link next
to the "Most Individuals Killed in a
Terrorist Attack" record, to an ice ma-
chine bearing the sign "Ice currently
unavailable due to freezing tempera-
tures," FAIL Blog thrives on these sorts
of terrible juxtapositions. It has gained
popularity by filling its Web page with
them, and now with its new book "Fail
Nation," it is filling pages with them
as weW.failblog.org
I Can Haz Cheezburger?
People love kittens, but they love
LOLcatz even more. That is because
normal kittens don't pose in funny
pictures and have speech bubbles com-
ing out of their mouths with hilari-
ously misspelled musings. I Can Has
Cheezburger? created the adorable and
infinitely amusing meme in 2007, and
as of 2008, users were generating an
average of 8,000 LOLcat submissions
a day. The term LOLcat originated on
4chan.com in 2005, but I Can Haz
Cheezburger made it a cultural phe-
nomenon. The site was purchased by
a group of investors for $2 million,
and now thesite is earningeven more
moneywith "I Can Has Cheezburger?:
A LOLcat Colleckshun," compiling
all the best kittenz the Inturnetz haz
to offer, icanhascheezburger.com
The Julie/Julia Project
Julie Powell was stuck working
at avariety ofunfulfilling temp jobs
in New York when she decided to
start a blog in 2002. In an attempt
to make her self-declared "boring
life" more interesting, she decided
to cook each of the 524 recipes
in Julia Childs' famous 1961
cookbook, "Mastering the Art
of French Cooking," over the
course of one year. Her blog
ended up being turned into
New York Times bestseller
"Julie and Julia: My Year of
Cooking Dangerously" in 2005
and earned $1 18,552,598 at
the box office in 2009 with
the film adaptation "Julie &
Julia." Julie Powell arguably
was the first person to create
a financially successful blog
and said in a Cinema Blend
interview that after the book
was published, "my life be- |
gan changing rapidly." blogs.
salon.com/0001399/ I
This is Why You're
Fat
Bobby Flay and Emeril
are not the best chefs in
our country. No, the honor g
not to one person but to many. The
most inventive and innovative chefs
in America are, in fact, the bored and
very hungry individuals who spend
their time concocting disgusting (de-
licious?) foodstuffs, which end up
on this Web site. The site is nausea-
inducing and hypnotic at the same
time; even though you feel ill looking
at pictures of"Double Decker French
Toast Bacon Burgers" and a "Mac n
Cheese Pizza with Chocolate Glaze,"
you can't stop yourself from clicking
forward to the next page. Now you
can vomit even when your computer
isn't around with "This is Why You're
Fat: Where Dreams Become Heart
Attacks," the book version of the site.
thisiswhyyourefat. com
Rules For My Unborn Son
Walker Lamond already had docu-
mentaries on the Discovery Channel
and articles in magazines when he de-
cided to start educating his future son
in the art of being a gentleman. His
blog, a collection of tips, quotes and
pieces of advice for young men like,
raking until you've played in the leaf
pile," or "In Monopoly, buy the orange
properties" were turned into a book of
the same name in 2009. His unborn
son was born soonafter itwas published
and will surely grow up to be quite dis-
tinguished thanks to his father's work.
rulesformyunbornson. com
Stuff White People Like
Generally when reading this Web
site, I become very self-conscious be-
cause it hits scarily too close to home.
Being a "white person," I can assure
you, StuffWhite People Like is eerily
accurate in its unceasing list of things
that white people like. Pea coats,
Frisbee sports, "appearing to enjoy
classical music"—they have everything
in there. I was especially saddened
when I found Thing White People
Like #116: "Black Music that Black
People Don't Listen to Anymore."
The examples given—Del Tha
Funkee Homosapien, De La Soul,
Wu Tang—are some of my favorite
rappers. How the Web site knows
this, I don't know. The book version,
"Stuff
White People Like: A Guide to the
Unique Tastes of Millions" is sure to
make thousands more white people
insecure when it describes themper-
fectly in print form, stujfivhitepeople-
like.com
PostSecret
This behemoth of all blogs has
spawned four separate books full of
the fascinating, funny and heartbreak-
ing confessions ofstrangers. The Web
site is based on a simple system: people
send anonymous postcards to an ad-
dress with a secret on it, and some
of these postcards are put on the site
for all to see. The results are often
entrancing, featuring beautiful hand-
made artwork from confessors and
thought-provoking messages that show
how the internet can be used not just
to make us laugh but to think as well.
postsecret.com
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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PostSecret founder unravels students' secrets
Kat Catlett
Frank Warren of the PostSecret blog comes to campus on Thursday to speak
on how the project has affected him and others
Staff Writer
Throughout campus, decorated mailboxes advertise for
students to anonymously submit their deepest unshared
secrets. This project is inspired by PostSecret, a blog that
publishes anonymous submissions by people from all over
the world confessing regrets, desires and other secrets artisti-
cally on a postcard.
Frank Warren, creator of PostSecret, will be visiting
Seattle University Jan. 14 to share his experiences with the
project and to promote and sign the new book "PostSecret:
Confessions on Life, Death and God." This fourth PostSecret
book—after "A Lifetime of Secrets," "The Secret Lives of
Men and Women," and "Extraordinary Confessions from
Ordinary Lives" and has already become a New York Times
number one Bestseller.
"People feel safe enough to feel totally honest about
their lives," said Emma Nauman, freshman premajor.
"It's [both] comforting and discomforting to read these
honest confessions."
Student Activities has been organizing the event since
last spring. Warren regularly tours universities to reach out
to students and promote his project and visited Seattle U
in 2007.
"He's known as the most-trusted stranger in America,"
said Maura McCreight, sophomore philosophy and visual arts
major and student programmer for the event. "We wanted
something everyone can relate to and enjoy."
Audience interaction is predicted to be a big part of the
event. Warren plans on sharing his personal story of how
PostSecret came about, and he will also share the stories of
others' secrets and discuss how his project has affected their
lives. Secrets gathered across campus will decorate the walls
of Campion Ballroom in honor of the event.
"We*re [also] hoping someone from the audience will be
ableto share a secret onstage and be able to speak with Frank,"
McCreight said.
After the presentation, Warren will stay to sign students'
copies ofPostSecret books. Copies ofhis new book will also
be available for purchase at the event.
According to McCreight, Warren promises to "stay until
the very last book is signed."
"I like PostSecret's sincerity," said JuliaKernerman, fresh-
man premajor. "People use it as an outlet to visually represent
their secrets [with some] mystery behind them."
Past PostSecret events have been successful. Audience
members around the globe garnered a new respect for Warren
after he told his own secret onstage and described his rea-
son for starting PostSecret. While it began as an idea for
a small community art project, he became inspired by the
overwhelming amount ofanonymous secrets he received and
decided to help people heal through each other's stories.
Attendance is expected to behuge. The Facebook fan page
for the event already has more than 600 confirmed guests,
with many more expected. Seattle residents and PostSecret
fans across the Northwest have been scrambling to find a way
in since the event was announced, though the event is in-
tendedprimarily for Seattle U students. Students are allowed
to escort one non-affiliate guest, provided there is room for
seating. Guests will be seated at 6:50 p.m. after all students
have been accommodated. With the ballroom only able to
hold 740 people, some students plan to camp out and line
up extremely early to guarantee a seat for themselves.
"I've been reading [PostSecret] for a while," Nauman said.
"I feel like this guy has a lot of cool things to say after col-
lecting these postcards for so long."
Doors will open at 6:30 p.m., and the event will begin
with a raffle of mailboxes signed by Warren. Warren will
begin speaking at 7 p.m.
Kat may be reached at acatlett@su-spectator.com.






Seattle U searches for a conference to call
home in order to appeal to future students
Staff Writer
The road to Division I status
has been a long one for Seattle
University, marked with coach-
ing replacements, academic dif-
ficulties and the fiscal constraints
of building a larger program.
However one of the greatest—
and most significant—challenges
for the university thus far has been
largely overlooked.
In 2007, the West Coast
Athletic Conference (WCC), the
premier athletic conference for
mid-sized schools in the west-
ern states, firmly rejected Seattle
University's bid for reentry.
A harsh blow in the wake of
the University's hiring ofAthletic
Director Bill Hogan, who joined
Seattle U after 15 years at con-
ference-member University of
San Francisco, the refusal was
made even more severe by the
fact rhat Mike Gilleran, the
WCC commissioner at the time
and the man who delivered the
sentence, is a Seattle University
alumni. Now, three years later,
the university's status for reentry
hasn't changed.
"Get established, show some
success and we'll revisit it,"
Mike Roth, athletic director at
Gonzaga University, told The
Seattle Times in 2008.
Seattle U was a member of
the Western Conference for
nine years, joining in 1971, but
following a decade of economic
turmoiland an enrollmentcrisis,
the university chose to leave the
conference in 1980. Since then,
Seattle U has competed in the
NAIA and NCAA Division II
leagues, reentering Division I
play in 2007.
Today the growth of Division
I at Seattle U has brought
new attention to the school's
athletics, but the university
has a long way to go before
conference entry is feasible,
Hogan said. Although Seattle
U will be officially eligible
for D-I championships in
2013, the university and
the Athletics Department
have lots of work to do in
the meantime.
"It just costs more money to
do some of these things," Hogan
said. "Gate receipts are important,
merchandising, donations."
According to a 2008 Seattle
Times article, the current ath-
letic budget is more than twice
the size it was during Division
II play.
This creates an additional
challenge for the university, as
the fan base and the income it
generates generally thrive on the
kind ofvisibility that conference
and championship play offer. In
the 2008-2009 academic year,
ESPN and its affiliates aired
35 WCC competitions, while
Seattle U currently receives the
bulk ofits live coverage from lo-
cal radio outlets.
Hogan believes that "building
the monster," as he calls therapid
expansion of Seattle University
athletics, will be beneficial for
academics as well as athletics.
"By going Division I we're
a nationally known school,"
Hogan said. "And this will help
our recruiting of new students,
both academic and athletic."
However the biggest step
toward conference entry, he
said, is attracting the student
athletes to make the univer-
sity competitive, especially in
men's basketball—long the
focus of attention in Seattle
University's recommitment to
D-I play. The men's basketball
team's record stands at 7-11
this season.
"We've been told that men's
basketball has a huge impact on
our being able to go to Division
I conference," Hogan said. "We
have a process in place to build
our own competitive level, [but]
it comes down to scholarships."
However, Hogan is op-
timistic for the future of
the department.
"I think Seattle's got more
potential than anyone in the
West Coast Conference, espe-
cially with The Key [KeyArena],"
Hogan said. "I think the sky's
the limit."
Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com.






for the future of
the Athletic
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Give Pete a chance: Washington




Does University of Southern
California football have any coach-
ing staff left?
After formeroffensive coordina-
tor Steve Sarkisian left last year to
coach the Huskies and brought de-
fensive coordinator Nick Holt with
him, head coach Pete Carroll was
the last man standing in terms of
the big coaching positions.
Count another steal from USC
for the state ofWashington. After
a weekend of rampant specula-
tion, Carroll announced Monday
he would officially be taking on the
role of head coach for the Seattle
Seahawks, replacing Jim Mora after
only a year.
It seems the recipe for failing
Washington football teams is to
nip talent from USC.
There is no question that it was
timefor a change in Seahawks lead-
ership. The team just finished the
2009 season 5-11, an abysmal re-
cord for a.team thatwas in the Super
Bowl only three seasons ago. The
Seahawks lost their last four games
in a row by a combined score of
123-37. The players looked unmo-
tivated, and it seemed Coach Jim
Mora blamed everyone but himself
for their losses. A lack of motiva-
tion, an aging roster and question-
able play calling has plagued these
Hawks for too long.
The decision to hire Carroll,
however, has caused a fierce de-
bate among Seahawks fans, some
of whom are questioning Carroll's
ability to coach effectively in the
NFL. Before his time at USC,
Carroll coached both the NewYork
Jets and the New England Patriots,
where his overall record of 33-31
was better than the reputation he
gained. His Patriots team slid pretty
significantly in his three years as
coach, and he was eventually fired.
The issue some fans have is whether
or not we will see college football
legend Pete or NFL failure Pete
when he comes to Seattle.
That's a question we'll have
to wait at least a year to have
answered.
After leaving the NFL, it could
be argued that Carroll turned over
a new leaf. His USCTrojans were a
dominant force in college football
for almost 10 years. He led them to
seven straight Pac-10 titles, six BCS
bowl victories, two national cham-
pionship game appearances and
two national championship titles.
His record at USC was 97-19.
In addition to the statistics,
Carroll brought excellent recruiting
abilities to the school as well as a
personality that inspired his players
to work their hardest. Players felt
connected to him: Mark Sanchez,
one of Carroll's recent star quar-
terbacks now playing for the Jets,
still called him "coach" at a press
conference last weekend. It's clear
Carroll cares about football, about
his players and, most importantly,
about winning.
Will his college coaching, re-
cruiting and inspiring abilities
transfer over to the NFL, where
he's dealing with 25-year-old mil-
lionaires? Only time will tell. One
thing's for sure: The players will re-
spect him. This isn't justany coach,
it's Pete Carroll.
Seahawks fans need to under-
stand that despite his question-
able NFL record, he has had years
ofsuccess leading a team that has
produced more NFL recruits than
any other in the Pac-10. He's won
a few, lost a few and gotten right
back up to win some more. He has
the inspiration and enthusiasm the
Seahawks need.
I'm just saying we should give
Pete a chance.
Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com




Braden VanDragt | TheSpectator
Pete Carroll spoke at a press conference at the Seahawk's Renton training facility Tuesday, Jan. 12.
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Baseball team 'adopts' young boy with tumor
Kate Ganiron
The Seattle U baseball
team steps up to the plate
to help a young boy
Staff Writer
The players of the Seattle
University baseball team wel-
comed newcomer Adrian Smith
last October. The catch? He's only
3 years old.
Head coach Donny Harrel and
the team "adopted" Adrian, who was
diagnosed with a braintumor almost
two years ago, through theFriends
of Jaclyn Foundation. The Jaclyn
Foundation seeks to build lasting
relationships between children
diagnosed with brain tumors and
athletic teams.
Adrian first met the team at an
outside practice last fall.
"I remember that whole prac-
tice," said Ryan Somers, fresh-
man third-baseman and out-
fielder. "It was the worst practice
we've had just because every-
body was so excited to meet this
littlekid."
So excited, in fact, that players
now jump at any opportunity to
spend time withAdrian. From bas-
ketball games to parent potlucks,
players are always there. Some
players even went to visitAdrian in
the hospital.
"We all had no idea what to
expect. We had never been in a
situation like that," said outfielder
juniorMike Malland. "You see kids
running in that are sick, and you
couldn't tell."
With Adrian, who doesn'tknow
he has a brain tumor, players say
you can't tell at all. "After 10 min-
utes, five minutes, you forget,"
Malland said. They don't see Adrian
as someone who is sick; rather, he
is a little brother.
Marie Smith, Adrian's mother,
said although Adrian's tumor has
remained stable, he is living with
an uncertain future and just wants
to see his "buddies." Smith says
she and her husband try to pack in
Adrians life and make it as fun and
exciting as possible, and the Seattle
U baseball team has helped to make
that happen.
"Adrian was an only child
at the beginning of the year.
He just got 30 more brothers,"
Somers said. "He's just a regular
kid hanging out with the rest of
us kids."
Harrel said his players seem to
have greater appreciation for life
and people that are in a tough
situation since adopting Adrian.
Even the game of baseball has a
new perspective.
"It just makes us even better at
baseball because sometimes we get
frustrated with ourselves, and we
don't realize the important things in
life," said sophomore pitcher Blaine
Jones. "After hanging out with him,
it opens up your eyes to something
else. It makes you better on the field.
It makes you appreciate the game and
life better."
Smith wants everyone to be
aware of what children with pe-
diatric brain tumors have to go
through. She believes it is simple to
improve the lives ofAdrianand oth-
er children through friendship, love
and respect.
Harrel said Adrian is a perfect
kid for baseball guys to be around
because when he is with the team,
he's a clown among bigger clowns.
Harrel hopes Adrian will be involved
with Seatde U for life.
"This is a lifelong adoption. He'll
obviously stay in the lives ofa lot of
our kids after they graduate from
Seattle University and hopefully he
stays a part ofour program forever,"
Harrel said.
A Friends of Jaclynfundraiser in Adrian's
name will be held at 7 p.m. Jan. 30
at the North Gym of Connolly Center.
Tickets will be $2 for students and $3
for adults. For tickets, please call the
baseball office at 206-398-4399, or
buy them at the door Jan. 30. Events
include a flex-off. All proceeds goto the
JaclynFoundation.
To read Adrian's story and write him a
message, visit www.caringbridge.org/
visit/hopeforadrian.
Kate may be reached at
kganiron@su-spectator.com.
Adrian was an only
child at the beginning




Harrel said his players
seem to have a greater
appreciation for life.
Courtesy SU Baseball
Adrian Smith, who has been diagnosed with a brain tumor, met his new team last October.
Courtesy SU Baseball
Adrian Smith spends time with Skip Spencer, freshman pitcher.
Sports Briefs
Sports Star of the Year
Awards
The publicwill have the oppor-
tunity to votefor Seattle University
in the upcoming Sports Star of the
Year Awards. Voting ends Jan. 15
at 5 p.m.
The 1957-1958 mens basket-
ball team and its run to the NCAA
Championship Game has been
nominated for the Sports Story
of the Past 75 Years Award.
The 75th Annual Sports Star of
the Year Awards will take place at
Benaroya Hall Jan. 19.
Other Seattle U mentions at
the awards include former two-
sport athlete JohnnyO'Brien and
his nomination for the Living
Legend Award. Bill Hogan,
Seattle U athletic director, is also
under consideration for the Sports
Executive of the YearAward. These
awards are not being voted on by
the public; the recipients will be
selected privately.
Women's basketball on
seven game losing streak
With six of the team's past
seven games on the road, Seattle
University's women's basketball
team hasn't seen a victory since
Dec. 15, 2009 against Evergreen
State University.
The women's record stands
at 3-17, with all three wins
taking place at home at the
Connolly Center.
The Redhawks will be on the
road again over the weekend to
face California State University
Bakersfield Jan. 16. Cal State
Bakersfield will travel to the
Connolly Center for a rematch
Feb. 20.
Only fourhome games remain
for Seattle U this season. The
team will return to the Connolly
Center Jan. 21 to face Longwood
University at 5:30 p.m. The
Redhawks will have a chance to
face University of North Dakota
and University of South Dakota
again, both of whom defeated
Seattle U this year. The game
against North Dakota will be a
double-header with the men's
team at KeyArena Feb. 16.
Currently, senior Ashley Brown
leads the team in scoring with 264.
Brown averages 13.9 points per
game. Recently returning to the
court after being suspended for an
academic infraction last quarter,
sophomore Elle Kerfoot has scored
110 points in nine games. Kerfoot
is averaging 12.2 points per game
making Brown and Kerfoot the
only two players to average points




Last Wednesday, the Seattle
University men's basketball team
pulled out a big win over Oregon
State University on the road.
Seattle U earned more than
twice the points of Oregon State
with a final score of 99-48. Five
Seattle U players scored in the
double digits—Mike Boxley, se-
nior forward, led the team with
19 points. Chris Gweth, senior
guard, earned 18 and Cervante
Burrell, a sophomore guard, fin-
ished with 17.
The Redhawks improved their
record to 7-9 with the win against
Oregon State only to suffer two
losses on the road in the five
days following. Sacramento
State University defeated the
Redhawks Jan. 9 with a score of
67-80. Two days later, Seattle U
lost to California State University
Northridge 90-98.
Seattle Us next two games will
take place at home at KeyArena.
The team will face Utah Valley
University Jan. 16 at 7:10 p.m.
The Redhawks will have a rematch
against Cal State Northridge Jan.
19 at 7:10 p.m.
Four men's soccer players
honored by MPSF for
academic achievements
Last week the MountainPacific
Sports Federation announced its
men's soccer all-academic selec-
tion. Four of Seattle University's
players were recognized for
their efforts on the field and in
the classroom.
In Seattle Us first year in the
MPSF, seniors Derek Rogalsky
and Wesley VanHooser and soph-
omores Brandon Hamer and Kyle
Peterman were named to the con-
ferences academic honor roll.
Rogalsky, with a 3.873 grade
point average, was fifth among
those honored by the MPSF.
In order to be considered
for the all-academic selection,
student-athletes must be at least
sophomore standing, must have
competed in more than half of
the team's competitions and must
have a GPA above a 3.0.
The soccer teams will be
eligible for competition in the
NCAA Tournament in the
2010 campaign.




Much to the dismay ofCapitol Hill book haters and Pioneer
Square patrons, Elliott Bay Book Company is pulling out of
its beloved 36-year location.
But the company isn't folding, only relocating to Capitol
Hill, where in the last four years book stores have been drop-
ping like flies.
It's a shame to see Elliott Bay leaving its historic perch in one
of Seattle's most famed neighborhoods, but the Hill—and its
community members—welcomes the store with open arms.
However bleak the economic outlook for any business in
hard times may be, Elliott Bay already has a solid customer
base in the bibliophiles that attend, live and work at Seattle
University. Professors are joking about moving their offices
to the store's new location, bookish students are fretting the
possibility of starvation because of the store's soon to be had
accessibility and in general it just seems as though the new
Elliott Bay is going to dramatically impact Capitol Hill for
the better.
Books aren t like CDs; there's somethingpowerful and tactile
about the book as a product, from the way they feel in your
hand to the smell they exude in mass quantities on a shelf.
Sure, we can buy Kindles and Nooks and Sony e-readers and
download from the Internet, but places like Elliott Bay make
a strong case for the continuing practice of buying books.
Elliott Bay is good for business on Capitol Hill, and it's great
for culture. We should mourn the closing ofthe Pioneer Square
location by reveling in the coming wonderland ofElliott Bay's
newfound home on the hill. Elliott Bay will be the latest thing
making the Hill the place to be for artists and intellectuals in
Seattle, and set alongside Oddfellows Cafe, Molly Moon's and
Everyday Music, it's going to turn Pine Street into the best
stretch of pavement in Seattle.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo Carosio
and KatyMcCourt-Basham. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Invest in added safety
Another Seattle University student was mugged within
blocks of campus this week, and it has this editorial board
feeling as if not enough is being done to protect students
living off campus.
After all, these students do represent a majority of the pop-
ulation at Seattle U, with 57 percent of undergraduates living
somewhere other than residence halls or one of the university's
alternative housing options like the Murphy Apartments.
In fact, certain areas in the neighborhood are thick with
Seattle U students living in apartments and rental homes.
As Public Safety reported in a campus crime advisory about
the most recent mugging, the student was walking on 11th
Avenue south of campus. This area, like several others sur-
rounding campus, is a corridor filled with Seattle U student
residences. Walking on those streets just before usual class
times is almost like walking on an extension of one of the
malls on campus.
Despite the presence of so many students, that street and
others like it are dark, isolated and unpatrolled.
While safety escorts and the NightHawk are valuable ser-
vices, they are not well adapted for students who daily walk a
few blocks to home. Wait times for these services are typically
prohibitive.
Instead of expanding these existing services, Seattle U
should invest in creative and new ways to make the neigh-
borhood safer. Off-campus patrols, community outreach,
working with landlords or even placing lights or blue-light
emergency phones off campus are all steps that might make
our neighborhood a safer place to live.
True, much of personal safetyrelies on exactly the individ-
ual to take appropriate measures. And on an urban campus,
crime is to be expected.
But Seattle U is a social justice university, one that has the
power to change its community by making it a safer place
to live.






The next step in Sarah Palin's
political circus act has taken
a fair and balanced turn. The
vice presidential candidate who
'went rogue' has recently signed
on as a commentator for the
Fox network.
Like a disturbingly real entry in
the "Vagina Monologues," Palin
has her 1.1 million Facebook fans
rallying in support of her new po-
sition. Sadly, most of these neo-
cyber Palinnites are conservative
Republican feminists over the age
of 50.
Many believe that this opportu-
nity could reinvigorate Palin's bid
for presidential election in 2012.
Alternatively, this could also add
credibility to recent rumors that
the former Alaska governor is
seeking employment as a Ringling
Bros, attraction.
Palin stepped down as the gov-
ernor ofAlaska to the shock ofthe
zoological community 17 months
ago. She reportedly cited her fear of
Russian invasion as the reason for
her resignation.
Palin would provide commen-
tary for Fox's cable channel, Web
site,' radio network and business
cable channel. This will ensure
that Fox's programming sched-
ule, at least for the foreseeable fu-
ture, will be 100 percent Palin, all
the time.
Palin will also host several epi-
sodes ofFox News' "RealAmerican
Stories." The new show will feature
true inspirational stories about
Americans who have fought and
overcome adversity. The season pre-
miere will cover the story ofPalin's
quest to overcome her childhood
mental problems, such as idiocy
and ineptitude.
Consequently, the Fox net-
work is offering cyanide tablets for
any of its viewers who are afraid
of receiving too much Palin. The
network's concerns are primar-
ily health-related, though the
FDA has deemed the viewing of
more than one hour of Palin per
night unhealthy.
Although this provides the once
credible, now national, joke with
an outlet to voice her political
opinion, the event is more farci-
cal than anything. In reality, she
has ruined the chances of female
presidential candidates for the next
two decades.
If Barack Obama had lost the
election and immediately resorted
to pedestrian antics such as those
resorted to by Miss Peggy Hill, the
same could be said for presidential
candidates of color.
Instead of flying below the po-
litical radar and slowly building
her reputation as a serious political
contender, Sarah Palin has insisted
on entertaining the nation with an
unending stream ofmaterial for late
night comedians.
The Saturday Night Live skit
with Tina Fey as a Palin lookalike
started this entire comedy, but no
one asked for an encore. Regardless,
Palin is more than happy to oblige.
The story of her life since the last
election is too ridiculous to be writ-
ten, not even by thoseghost writers
who created Palin's latest novel.
The combinationofa torturous
eight-year Bush administration fol-
lowed by the childish antics of the
former vice presidential candidate
have ruined the Republican party
for years to come. Good luck to
you, Sarah Palin. Oh, and your
clown nose is falling off. You might
1want to fix that.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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Networks like Twitter, YouTube and Facebook are mak-
ing sheep of the American public
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Welcome to the year 2010.
Please plug your iPhone into your
Netbook, open your TweetDeck,
synchronize your Google
Calendar and load your Meebo
account. You are now ready to be
super-connected to everyone—
and everything—in the entire
modern universe.
Yes indeed, in the 21st century,
nothing is off-limits, and no action
is too insignificant to be posted
live on the Internet for the whole
wide world to see. BetweenTwitter
and Facebook, you can know what
all of your friends—virtual and
real-life—are doing at all times.
Whether @LilDrummaGirl is
reapplying her make-up in prep-
aration for a night of bar crawl-
ing or Sarah Palin is "Going
Rogue" all over liberal America
thanks to her new deal with Fox
News, you can know it all, all
the time.
But is this really such a good
thing? I'm of the opinion that
the whole infrastructure of the
new media movement is just one
oversized, online crutch turn-
ing the American populous into
a congregation of social failures.
No one knows how to make a
phone call anymore because ev-
eryone just texts each other sev-
eral hundred times a day. Students
are forgetting the penmanship
lessons they learned in elemen-
tary school because keyboards are
the new pencils and computer
screens are the new notebooks.
Roommates can go days without
speaking to or seeing each other
because they can just GoogleChat
each other from their separate
rooms in their apartment. You
don't even need to know how
to cook anymore: you can or-
der Domino's Pizza online and
watch as the pizza gets made in
real time!
It's my opinion that new me-
dia is destroying the human
ability to be socially functional,
and it's not simply because the
ever-developing world of the
Internet makes doing everything
hyper-convenient.
It's getting to the point where
the new media world is destroy-
ing romance, intimacy, friendship
and the very idea of the interper-
sonal relationship. Who needs
a goodnight kiss when you can
"sext" your lover a risque picture
of yourself? Who needs to hang
out with friends when you can
chat with a digitized stream of
their face via Skype? Who even
wants to date in a world where
love means nothing if it isn't
"Facebook official?"
Hyper-convenience means
hyper-transparency. The world of
new media seems governed on the
idea that everyone needs to expose
themselves to their presumably
adoring online public all the time.
Which is why you can piss away
days on end watching meaning-
less faux-confessional "vlogs" on
YouTube, and likewise why you
can spend three straight hours
scanning your constandy updated
Twitter feed that follows 17,000
people—l 2 ofwhom you actually
know "irl."
Don't even get me started on
what new mediahas done to mod-
ern literacy. Nowadays, if it takes
more than 140 characters to say
what you mean, it's not worth say-
ing. Or should I say, "if it takes
>140 chars 2 say wut u mean,
dont." Gone are the days ofgram-
mar and syntax and proper punc-
tuation. Proper anything, really. If
it's not expedited to the point of
being instant, it's nothing in the
era ofnew media. Everything must
be abbreviated, shortened, made
faster and less dense, because new
media is making people dumber
and more ADD. In wanting to
know everything, people are for-
getting how to. learn anything,
preferring rather to be force
fed information in microscopic
lightning-quick snippets.
So yeah, I'm totally a hater, or
whatever the new slang term for
dissenting voice may be this very
digital second. But really people,
our intellectual ancestors are roll-
ing and "lolling" in their graves in
equal measure right now because
new media has turned us all into
sheep. Our pastures may be a sofa
and our shepherd an RSS reader,
but even so, it's hard to deny we're
slowly forgetting how to think for
ourselves and be individuals in
the constantly connected world
oftoday.
Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com.
If it takes more than
140 characters to say
what you mean, it's
not worth saying.







The rise of social networking allows for greater connec-
tion to news as it happens
Online Editor
It should be pretty obvious to
anyone with an Internet connec-
tion that new media is chang-
ing our lives in a significant way.
Between Facebook, Twitter, blogs
and YouTube, the way that people
interact, get the news and share in-
formation will never be the same.
Some people may think that
our lives moving increasingly into
a digital space is a bad thing: argu-
ments can be made that Facebook
"friends" aren't really friends,
that online interaction is no sub-
stitute for real interaction and
that new media is nothing but a
distraction from real issues and
real news.
Those people are overlooking
something important: that these
new media outlets and social net-
working sites, when used in specific
ways, definitely bring people closer
together as well as provide valuable
tools for the gathering and dispersal
ofnews.
Twitter is not entirely people
posting about how they just took a
dump or that they're sitting bored
in class. It has caught on in the
mainstream media in abig way, and
"real news" outlets like The Seattle
Times use it to report real news.
The killer feature of Twitter is its
ability to easily post rapid, short
updates on news that are instantly
dispersed to anyone who wants to
read them. An event can unfold on
a Twitter account over the course ol
several hours, and people follow-
ing at home can feel like they're
there with frequent updates about
what's going on with a crime situ-







posted to Twitter at a
fervent pace—faster
than they ever could
be on a normal news
site or even on televi-




that one can't have
a legitimate relation-
ship with a person
entirely on Facebook,
it sure makes the
process of having
real-life friends a bii
easier. Want to have £
party? You can create
an event and invite
all of your friend:
over in-10 minutes
and it's pretty cer
tain that most o
them will check thei
Facebook in time to RSVP—much
better than having to call everyone
individually. Facebook has made it
easier to keep in touch with high
school friends, and provides a place
for people to share things that inter-
est them with lots ofother people
with a few simple clicks.
The point of new media is the
ability to share at the clickof a but-
ton, whether it be information,
humor or a simple poke. YouTube
has turned into what America's
Funniest Home Videos used to
be—but without network TV ex-
ecutives choosing what they think
the public will find funny. The abil-
ityto share easily has put the power
in the peoples hands: You choose
what you want to see and not see,
While there may be a whole
lot of crap out there, that's OK. If
you don't want to waste time read-
ing your friend's status updates or
personal Twitter accounts, that's
entirely up to you. The power is
in the user's hands, and that's what
makes this new kind of media
so special.
Angelo can be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
not someone else.
Twitter's value lies in
the way it allows users
to post news rapidly













"All of the Hopes












Jan. 1, 8:20 p.m.
A possibly-intoxicated driver hit
the city-installed bike rack in front
of Stumptown. Metal was strewn
about, landing in front of the east
wall ofXavier. Public Safety noti-
fied Seattle Police, who thennoti-
fied the Department of Transpor-




Public Safety safely recovered a




A student reported a non-affiliate
male passed out near the student
center. Public Safety contacted
the male, who asked about get-
ting to Tukwila by bus. He was
then escorted to the nearest
bus stop.
Bike Theft
Jan. 8, 4:30 p.m.
A student reported that his
bike and lock were stolen from




A staff member reported two
non-affiliate males trying door
handles in the office area of
Garrand. Public safety identified




A student reported to Public
Safety that her purse had been
stolen from an off-campus par-
ty. The student's room locks
were changed.
MedicalAssist
Jan. 9, 8:15 p.m.
Public Safety and Seattle Fire
Department reported to Con-
nolly Center after a non-affiliate
female strained some muscles
after participating in an all day
volleyball tournament. She was
transported to a local hospital
for further evaluation.
Suspicious Person
Jan. 10, 9:40 p.m.
PublicSafety was alerted to three
non-affiliate males who entered
the north lobby doors of Bel-
larmine. The males were found
wandering the floors of the resi-
dence halls. They were identified
and escorted from campus.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Fremont in form, color and faces
Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Street art covers many of Fremont's public spaces.
Sullivan Davis | The Spectator
Left, Dave Voorhees of Bop Street Records fixes a customer's guitar. Top right, a pedestrian walks by a Fremont Mural. Lower right, massive
sculptures from the Fremont Soltice Parade wait for the next parade in June.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
The Spectator is seeking applicants for
Editor-in-Chief
for the 2010 - 2011 school year.
submit cover letter and resume to editor@su-spectator.com
deadline for submissions is March 1.
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